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The year begins with our Jan to March 2020 Proceedings Alhumdolillah. We hope to consolidate the gains made in 2019. We achieved a milestone in the 32 years of Proceedings publication. With a Pioneering Fourth Edition for 2019, the October–December Edition. Over 2 years, 154 articles were submitted for publication and judged on stringent international standards of plagiarism and blind peer reviews. We are one of the 17 journals renewed by the PMDC out of the 72 who applied from all over the country. PMDC renewal was received till Dec 2019 with ongoing efforts for further endorsement from the Pakistan Medical Commission.

In Sha Allah

We have achieved expanded viewership as many researchers in varied medical fields from different institutions have published their research with Proceedings as our Editions reflect. Addition of the unique CPC data presented by the clinical departments at SZMC has further expanded our research database. We plan to publish this significant amount of research work in the form of Research Work Supplements. Our nexus of undergraduate and postgraduate researchers, supervisors, academicians and reviewers is imperative to achieving rigorous standards of research, writing and evaluation in Proceedings.

Our future goals are HEC and International indexation. We hope creating R&D Department at SZMC in collaboration with The National Health Research Complex (NHRC), developing a new Proceedings website of international standards and building linkages with top journals and researchers both in the country and abroad. In sha Allah.
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